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ABSTRACT

Three-channel monopulse tracking receiver systems are commonly used for high
performance tracking of satellites, missiles, or aircraft to maximize the reception of data.
Typically, the receiver in such systems are custom designed for their end purpose. This
results in a high cost to cover the development, service, and support of a highly
specialized piece of equipment.

This paper covers the requirements and performance of a 3-channel monopulse tracking
receiver assembled from commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment. Such a system
provides an option for designing or upgrading tracking stations with the lower cost, larger
support base, and greater system configuration choices that are available with COTS
equipment.
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INTRODUCTION

Monopulse tracking systems are commonly used for tracking moving signal sources
where the signal strength requires a narrow beamwidth antenna. In monopulse tracking
systems, tracking error signals are generated that are used to control the position of the
antenna.

Monopulse systems are typically classified as either one, two, or three-channel in
configuration depending upon the number of complete receiver channels involved.
Generally, three RF channels are involved: �-Azimuth, �-Elevation, and Sum.



The highest performance in tracking accuracy and signal reception is achieved by use of a
3-channel monopulse system which allows each receiver channel to be optimized for either
data or error signal reception. Accordingly, three-channel systems are used for the most
demanding applications, such as tracking satellites or deep-space probes, and used to
control the largest types of high-gain dish antennas with very narrow beam angles.

The usual systems approach to building a three channel monopulse tracking system
involves designing the receiver from scratch to obtain the required characteristics. A three-
channel monopulse system was assembled from Commercial Off The Shelf receivers at
Microdyne as a proof-of-concept exercise for a customer. The performance of this
COTS system matches or exceeds that of the specialized receiver equipment currently
installed at many tracking systems today.

OVERVIEW OF 3-CHANNEL MONOPULSE TRACKING SYSTEM

A 3-channel monopulse system depends upon the phase difference of signals from the
antenna to create an error signal used to position the antenna. A 3-channel monopulse
system differs from 2-channel or single channel monopulse systems in which the data and
error signals are multiplexed through one or two receivers to reduce system cost.

Figure 1: MONOPULSE ANTENNA FEEDS

In Figure 1 a block diagram for a monopulse system using a four-horn parabolic dish
antenna is shown. The phase difference between several signals in the antenna are summed
and differenced to produce a “Sum channel” for data, “Azimuth channel” for controlling



position on one antenna axis, and a “Elevation channel” for controlling position on the
other antenna axis. The azimuth and elevation channels are generally referred to as the
“error” channels since they are not used for data. Individual horn feeds are positioned on
a single focal point of a tracking dish antenna.

Figure 2: THREE CHANNEL MONOPULSE RECEIVING SYSTEM

In Figure 2, a block diagram for the receivers in each channel are shown. The Sum
channel is used as a phase reference for the error channels. The output after phase
comparison is a DC voltage proportional to the antenna position error. When a signal
source lies along the axis of the antenna, the signal phase will be equal on all antenna feeds
and the error output will be zero.

There are several methods of adjusting the phase in a monopulse system. In Figure 2
phase shifters are shown on the second LO oscillator. Since phase detection is referenced
against the Sum channel, there is no need to place a phase shifter in the second LO to the
Sum channel.

In Figure 3, the gain relationship between the Sum and Error channels in a monopulse
system is shown. The Error channels are the difference of signals on adjacent antenna
feeds resulting in a signal that exhibits a null of 20 to 30 dB when the antenna is tracking.
Notice also from Figure 3 that the error signal increases greatly when slightly off-axis.

For excellent tracking accuracy while tracking a weak signal, the ability of the error
receivers to operate at very low signal levels is important. To compensate for the low error



channel signals it is a common practice in monopulse systems to select a narrow IF for
the error receivers. This imposes additional problems in the system in keeping phase in the
sum and error receivers constant with changes in signal level.

Figure 3: MONOPULSE GAIN Vs DIRECTION

In an actual tracking system, the antenna may have outputs for two polarizations of the
incoming signal so the signal could be tracked regardless of the signal polarization. In
such a “dual” 3-channel monopulse system there would be two sum channels, two
azimuth channels, and two elevation channels. A data combiner would be used between
the two sum channels and pre-detection signal combiners would be used between each of
the error channels.

REQUIREMENTS OF A MONOPULSE RECEIVER

As indicated in Figure 2, there are several parallel receiver paths in a 3-channel monopulse
receiver system. In order to properly detect and compare the signals in the system for the
purpose of creating proper tracking signals, there are several requirements placed on the
COTS receivers used. The overall system accuracy is directly dependent upon how well
the receivers meet these criteria:

I. THE SAME LO SOURCE(S) MUST BE USED FOR ALL RECEIVERS AT
A GIVEN IF CONVERSION STAGE.

In order to maintain proper phase relationship between each channel, the same LO source
must be used. This is shown in Figure 2. The typical telemetry receiver contains it’s own
LO sources for RF and IF conversion at each IF stage. In order to use a COTS receiver
for a monopulse system, the internal LO source(s) must be disabled, and a LO source(s)
for all receivers must be amplified and distributed to each receiver. Without this, minor
frequency variations between sources will make phase detection meaningless.



II. PHASE DELAY THROUGH THE IFs USED MUST MATCH BETWEEN
EACH RECEIVER OVER THE AGC RANGE.

As AGC varies the phase delay through the receiver must not change. To track a signal
source accurately as the source signal varies in strength, the phase delay of the IF and
receiver as a whole must be constant with changes in AGC.

In three-channel monopulse systems, the AGC for the error receivers is generated by the
Sum receiver and distributed to the error receivers. The signal level of the error channels is
generally 20 to 30 dB below the signal level of the sum channel because of the method by
which the error signals are differenced between antenna elements as indicated in Figure 3.

III. GAIN THROUGH THE IF FILTERS MUST MATCH BETWEEN EACH
RECEIVER AT A GIVEN AGC LEVEL.

Matching gain verses AGC and matching gain helps to insure phase matching. This is an
important requirement for dual polarization systems where there will be a total of six
channels - two sum and two for each error. This insures equal pre-detection combining
action and smooth transition between receivers if the polarization is changing. This insures
that all phase delays, which are affected by AGC , are as close as possible between
receivers.

IV. A METHOD OF ADJUSTING PHASE DELAY MUST BE PROVIDED FOR
EACH RECEIVER.

A standard telemetry receiver does not have a method of phase adjustment. In a
monopulse application, phase adjustment is required for several reasons:

1. Antenna RF cable length between to the receivers will vary in phase length.
When the antenna is on-axis with the signal, there may be some residual phase
error.

2. As the system input frequency is varied, phase errors will vary.
3. Most systems have selectable IF filters. Phase error will vary as IF filters are

switched.
4. As system demodulation format is changed (i.e. FM to PM or QPSK), the

internal source for the demodulation VCXO will change slightly in phase.
 

If the system is to used fixed to a single antenna at a single receive frequency, the method
of phase adjustment can consist of a manual mechanical calibration adjustment - i.e. a
selected length of coax or telescoping coaxial phase adjustment. In situations where the
receiver may be switched between different antennas or used on different frequencies, a
electrical means of adjustment can be used.



V. A METHOD OF ADJUSTING ERROR SIGNAL GAIN IS NEEDED
Once the receiver is phase calibrated, the output of the phase sensitive detector must be
scaled to fit the requirements of the antenna position/servo control system. This is simply
a matter of a gain adjustable DC stage for the error voltage. For a system used with
different antennas or at different input frequencies, a automatic means of adjusting the gain
to preset levels is desirable.

MODIFYING A COMMERCIAL TELEMETRY RECEIVER

Any commercial telemetry receiver that is to configured into a monopulse system will need
some modification. SMT electronics are not easy to modify unless the receiver is
modularized on a higher function-block level. Some telemetry receivers available are of
modular construction.

Microdyne developed a “dual” three-channel monopulse system by modifying existing
products to demonstrate proof-of-concept. To build this system, six Microdyne 700
series receivers and one 1620 combiner were used. Modifications consisted of :

1. Using only one Synthesizer LO module and one Reference Oscillator module
located in one of the SUM receivers, and adding cables to the other receivers to
allow for external LO .

2. Routing AGC out of the Sum receivers for distribution to the error receivers
which had their AGC modules removed.

3. Adding a phase adjust module to each receiver for phase adjustment of the
second LO.

4. Modifying internal software to allow for one master receiver which controlled the
other receivers and combiner from it’s front panel via the standard RS-422 port.

5. Building a “Tracking Demodulator” chassis in which the LO signals are
amplified and distributed to the other receivers, and to house the phase sensitive
detectors and distribution for the DC error signals.

The tracking demodulator chassis and phase modules were the only completely
specialized items required for this system. 90% of all receiver and combiner modules were
completely unmodified from their COTS configuration. Modified modules consisted of
standard COTS modules with no more than simple modifications. Most of the
development consisted of software changes.

The system was installed at a facility where it is used to track polar orbiting satellites with
one of two dish antennas. The system replaced a specialized monopulse receiver system
designed in the early 1970’s. Age, advancing technology, lack of unique spare parts, and
need for specialized troubleshooting skills made support for the older system difficult -



especially since the system was uniquely and specifically designed as a three channel
monopulse receiver.

Use of COTS equipment made support of the system much easier not only because it
represented new equipment, but also since spare parts, troubleshooting, and customer
support were identical with other telemetry receivers in use for other purposes.
Contracting for the development of a custom three-channel monopulse receiver system
could have been triple the cost of a COTS system for the NRE alone.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

After system development, gain and phase stability were tested on the bench to verify the
system design. A signal generator was used through a signal splitter network. An
attenuator was used before the error channels to approximate the lower signal level of a
monopulse system.

The information in Table 1 represents the absolute maximum phase variation for the
system with different IF filters selected measured between the output of the Sum channels
to the outputs of the Error channels. Data was taken for the system operating in a
combined and non-combined modes of operation. Over an input signal dynamic range of
50 dBm, the system gain error was within +/- 0.5 dBm and phase error within +/- 5
degrees. Sum and Error receivers used the same IF filter bandwidths for this test.

COMBINED SINGLE CHANNEL COMBINED SINGLE CHANNEL
IF FILTER X  ERROR X  CH1 X  CH2 Y  ERROR Y  CH1 Y  CH2

BANDWIDTH dBm deg DBm deg dBm deg dBm deg dBm deg dBm deg

30 kHz 0.7 2.0 0.5 2.0 0.1 5.0 0.8 5.0 1.0 3.0 0.6 9.0
100 kHz 0.6 1.0 0.7 2.0 0.5 6.0 0.6 6.0 0.6 1.0 0.2 9.0
2.4 MHz 0.9 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.3 3.0 0.2 4.0 0.4 4.0 0.6 6.0
3.3 MHz 0.7 0.0 0.9 2.0 0.9 1.0 0.8 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.3 6.0

TABLE 1: PHASE AND GAIN MAXIMUM VARIATION FROM -80 dBm TO -30 dBm OF INPUT SIGNAL

In most monopulse system, the alignment and matching of the IF filters is the critical to
good phase and gain tracking. The IF filters used for this test were randomly selected
COTS units taken directly from production without any additional calibration or any filter
matching. Filter matching and system calibration with a network analyzer could reduce
remaining phase errors.

In actual operation, the COTS system has been tested against the older specialized system
which it is replacing and has demonstrated performance that is equal or better in noise,
phase accuracy, BER performance, and phase stability and resulting antenna tracking
accuracy.
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